This paper being addressed as to mathematicians-theorists specializing in geometry, algebra, functional analysis, theory of dynamical and controlled systems and interested in modern applications of their disciplines to problems of information technologies (an organization of real-time interactive dynamical videosystems for accelerated computer and telecommunications) as to specialists, who elaborate such systems with an accent on mathematical methods of interactive computer graphics in real time, is devoted to an analysis of a certain apparently rather perspective as well as an interesting from the pure (as experimental as theoretical) mathematics point of view approach to solution of one problem of the information technologies.
This paper being addressed as to mathematicians-theorists specializing in geometry, algebra, functional analysis, theory of dynamical and controlled systems and interested in modern applications of their disciplines to problems of information technologies (an organization of real-time interactive dynamical videosystems for accelerated computer and telecommunications) as to specialists, who elaborate such systems with an accent on mathematical methods of interactive computer graphics in real time, is devoted to an analysis of a certain apparently rather perspective as well as an interesting from the pure (as experimental as theoretical) mathematics point of view approach to solution of one problem of the information technologies.
The main di culty that lays obstacles to the further development of real-time interactive systems for accelerated computer and telecommunications is the essential scantiness of a volume of information transmitted per unit of time. If for the non-interactive systems and for the conventional time interactive systems arranged for accelerated communications this di culty may be more or less overcame by the using of various methods of compression and encoding as well as by the simultaneous development of the matherial (technical) basis then for the real-time interactive systems it becomes almost insurmountable under a naive approach. Moreover, the using of the real-time interactive systems for accelerated communications on large distances produces a new di culty related to the impossibility to synchronize the internal rythms of subjects of a communication caused by the relativistic e ects; thus, if the distance is about N thousand of kilometers then a deviation in synchronization is theoretically not less than N=300 second and practically much more.
All these di culties produce a necessity in a new organization of information and its transmission in the real-time interactive systems for accelerated communications. One of the possibilities, by the way used in systems of ordinary communications, is in a transmission the pointers to objects instead of their descriptors with the following dynamical reconstruction of the objects themselves. Under the using of this possibility in the interactive real-time psychoinformation videosystems for accelerated nonverbal cognitive communications, which seem to be the most perspective to the author by many reasons, which will be clari ed below, the connection between pointers and objects themselves as well as the process of dynamical reconstruction performed in real time and as a sequence at least partially subconsciously that realizes its characteristic feature, which di ers the dynamical reconstruction of droems from ordinary reconstruction-\decoding", become nontrivial, potentially very pithy but almost unexplored as experimentally as theoretically. However, it is namely the knowledge of mathematical foundations, which lie in their basis, may provide with reduction of excessive claims to the apparate base of the systems allowing to realize them by widely available sources and on another hand may be a startpoint for elaboration of convenient and relatively simple software.
In view of all these circumstances this article is an attempt to explicate the mathematical foundations for the prescribed approach to organization of information and its transmission in the interactive real-time psychoinformation videosystems for accelerated nonverbal cognitive communications; on this way the key role is played by the droems (\dynamically reconstructed objects of experimental mathematics") and interpretational gures as pointers to them.
The article is organized in the following manner: four paragraphs are devoted to (1) an exposition of basic notions of the interpretational geometry, (2) the operator methods in the theory of interactive dynamical videosystems, (3) the general concept of the organization of integrated interactive real-time videocognitive systems, (4) the dynamically reconstructed objects of experimental mathematics and processes of their dynamical reconstruction, where the general notions are illustrated by a concrete example related to the in nite dimensional geometry. The exposition is presumably heuristic and conceptual (the rst and the third paragraphs) though some particular aspects such as content of the second and the fourth paragraphs, which allow deeper formalization and detailing in present, are exposed on the mathematical level of rigor.
Note also that the motivations for particular statements exposed in the article lie in the concrete solutions used in various learning and communication systems, however, the consistent and systematic experimentally mathematical approach to the theme is contained in literature for the rst time.
x1. Interpretational geometry
This paragraph is devoted to an exposition of various aspects of interpretational geometry, which have a relation to the organization of information and its transmission in interactive videosystems of computer and telecommunications. The main attention is paid to interpretational gures, which will be of interest below as pointers to droems, and to forms of their transmission, otherwords, to the speci c features of interpretational geometry in the multi-user mode.
1.1. Interpretational gures [1,2:App.A]. Geometry described below is related to a class of interactive information systems. Let us call an interactive in-formation system computer graphic (or interactive information videosystem) if the information stream \computer{user" is organized as a stream of geometric graphical data on a screen of monitor; an interactive information system will be called psychoinformation if an information transmitted by the channel \user{computer" is (completely or partially) subconscious. Thus, in the interactive systems that we are interested in the control is coupled with unknown or incompletely known feedback, systems with such control will be called interactively controlled. In general, an investigation of interactively controlled (psychoinformation) systems for an experimental and a theoretical explication of possibilities contained in them, which are interesting for mathematical sciences themselves, and of \hidden" abstract mathematical objects, whose observation and analysis are actually and potentially realizable by these possibilities, is an important problem itself. So below there will be de ned the notions of an interpretational gure and its symbolic drawing that undoubtly play a key role in the description of a computer{geometric representation of mathematical data in interactive information systems. Below, however, the accents will be focused a bit more on applications to informatics preserving a general experimentally mathematical view, the interpretational gures (see below) will be used as pointers to droems and interactive real-time psychoinformation videosystems will be regarded as components of integrated interactive videocognitive systems for accelerated nonverbal cognitive communications.
In interactive information systems mathematical data exist in the form of an interrelation between the geometric internal image ( gure) in the subjective space of the observer and the computer-graphic external representation. The latter includes visible (drawings of the gure) and invisible (analytic expressions and algorithms for constructing these images) elements. Identifying geometric images ( gures) in the internal space of the observer with computer-graphic representations (visible and invisible elements) is called a translation, in this way the visible object may be not identical with the gure, so that separate visible elements may be considered as modules whose translation is realized independently. The translation is called an interpretation if the translation of separate modules is performed depending on the results of the translation of preceding ones.
De nition 1. The gure obtained as a result of interpretation is called an interpretational gure.
Note that the interpretational gure may have no usual formal de nition; namely, only if the process of interpretation admits an equivalent process of compilation de nition of the gure is reduced to de nitions of its drawings that is not true in general. So the drawing of an interpretational gure de nes only dynamical \technology of visual perception" but not its \image", such drawings will be called symbolic.
The computer-geometric description of mathematical data in interactive information systems is closely connected with the concept of anomalous virtual reality. De nition 2 (cf. [1,2: App.A]). (A). Anomalous virtual reality (AVR) in a narrow sense means some system of rules of a nonstandard descriptive geometry adapted for realization on videocomputers (or multisensorial systems of \virtual reality" [3] [4] [5] [6] ). Anomalous virtual reality in a wide sense also involves an image in cyberspace formed in accordance with said system of rules. We shall use the term in its narrow sense. (B). Naturalization is the constructing of an AVR from some abstract geometry or physical model. We say that anomalous virtual reality naturalizes the abstract model and the model transcendizes the naturalizing anomalous virtual reality. (C). Visualization is the constructing of certain image or visual dynamics in some anomalous virtual reality (realized by hardware and software of a computer-gra c interface of the concrete videosystem) from the objects of an abstract geometry or processes in a physical model. (D) . Anomalous virtual reality, whose objects depend on the observer, is called an intentional anommalous virtual reality (IAVR). the generalized perspective laws for IAVR contain the interactive dynamical equations for the observed objects in addition to standard (geometric) perspective laws. In IAVR the observation process consists of a physical process of observation and a virtual process of intentional governing of the evolution of images in accordance with the dynamical perspective laws.
In intentional anomalous virtual reality (IAVR) that is realized by hardware and software of the computer-graphic interface of the interactive videosystem being geometrically modelled by this IAVR (on the level of descriptive geometry whereas the model transcendizing this IAVR realizes the same on the level of abstract geometry) respectively, the observed objects are demonstrated as connected with the observer who acts on them and determines, or xes, their observed states so that the objects are thought only as a potentiality of states from the given spectrum whose realization depends also on the observer. The symbolic drawings of interpretational gures may be considered as states of some IAVR. Note that mathematical theory of anomalous virtual realities (AVR) including the basic procedures of naturalization and thanscending connected AVR with the abstract geometry is a speci c branch of modern nonclassical descriptive (computer) geometry.
De nition 2D. The set of all continuously distributed visual charcteristics of the image in anomalous virtual reality is called an anomalous color space; the anomalous color space elements of noncolor nature are called overcolors, and the quantities transcendizing them in an abstract model are called \latent lights". The set of the generalized perspective laws in a xed anomalous color space is called a color-perspective system; two AVRs are called equivalent if their color-perspective systems coincide; AVR equivalent to one realized on the videocomputer (but not realized itself) is called marginal.
1.3. Non-Alexandrian interpretational geometry [7,2:App.A]. Note that the majority of classical geometries use a postulate that we shall call an Alexandrian postulate but do not include it explicitely in their axiomatics.
The Alexandrian postulate. Any statement valid for a certain geometrical conguration continues to be valid if this con guration is considered as a part of a larger con guration.
Thus, the Alexandrian postulate means that an addition of any subsidiary objects to the given geometrical con guration produces no e ects on it. The Alexandrian postulate is used, for instance, in constructive proofs of geometrical theorems realized by the explicit step-by-step construction of the objects, whose existence is stated by the theorem. In case of a violation of the Alexandrian postulate the process of constructive proof on each its step may use only con gurations compatible with preceeding ones, i.e. not changing the properties that are the initial data of the theorem.
As an example of non-Alexandrian geometry one may consider the Einstein geometry [7,2:App.A]. The kinematics and the process of scattering of gures may be illustrated in the important example of another non-Alexandrian geometry, the geometry of solitons [7,2:App.A]. All soliton geometries con rm the assumption that the breaking of the Alexandrian postulate is connected with the interaction of geometric gures, and in particular such interaction may be caused by the nonlinear character of an evolution.
Let us consider the process of scattering of gures in interpretational geometry. As noted above, an interpretational gure is described by the pair ( int ; ext ), where int is an internal image in the subjective space of the observer, and txe is its drawing; int is the result of the interpretation of ext . It is antural to assume that int depeneds on ext functionally: int t = int ext t and, as a rule, nonlinearly; moreover, if ext is asymptotically free then int is also asymptotically free. Consequently, the nontrivial scattering of interpretational gures is observed even for the linear dynamics of ext , so the interpretational gures are non-Alexandrian.
Thus, interpretational geometries realize a class of non-Alexandrian geometries. The constructive proof in the interpretational geometry, therefore, is in the explicit construction of the object, whose existence is stated by the theorem, as a result of a step-by-step process of constructing of intermediate con gurations of interpretational gures, whereas the correctness of proof is guaranteed on each step of the proof by the claim for properties of the startpoint con guration that are initial data of the theorem to be unchanged in the process of interpretation. If the least is veri ed experimentally for each concrete process then the proof has an experimentally mathematical character being based on the incomplete induction; note that the similar procedures are used in many self-educating systems of arti cial intelligence, in which possible combinations of steps are realized (sometimes statistically) with subsequent veri cation of their correctness (a method of the random seeking for solutions).
1.4. Informational aspects of interpretational geometries: interpretational gures in the multi-user mode and IAVR-tele sthesy. This paragraph containes a brief exposition (without detailing) of general results of the second part of the article [7] , which were not included into an appendix A to the article [2] and which treats information aspects of interpretational geometries. The motivation for such consideration lies in the remark of [7] that informatics may be considered as a point of view on mathematical objectcs complementary to geometric one (in view of the fundamental opposition of \logical" and \eidetical"). So it is convenient to reformulate the main geometrical de nitions in terms of informatics. Thus, the introduced in the second part of the article [7] concepts of AVR-photodosy and its formal grammar are a natural parallel to concepts of anomalous virtual reality and transcending abstract model. Note, however, that in view of methodological considerations these concepts are considered now only purely formally and as realizing the \lower" or \external" visual level of \multi bred" videocognitive semantic stream. Their deeper (but more than incomplete) analysis was performed in the fourth paragraph of the article.
De nition 3A. An information transmission via anomalous virtual reality by \latent lights" is called AVR-photodosy; the system of algebraic structures of the initial abstract model, which characterize AVR-photodosy under a naturalization, is called the formal grammar of AVR-photodosy.
Note that the concepts of AVR-photodosy and its formal grammar are deeply related to one of anomalous color space because it is namely using of such spaces allows to transmit diverse information in various forms and as a sequence the investigation of problems of information transmission via AVR, whose character depends on the structure of an anomalous color space, is an important mathematical problem (cf. [8] ). A structure of AVR-photodosy is determined by its formal grammar. As it will be shown in the next paragraph the formal grammar of interpretational geometries may have a quantum character and, therefore, the related AVR-photodosy obeys quantum logic [9] ; this fact undoubtly claims an intent attention as theoretically obtained complex perceptive-cognitive analog of very interesting and carefully investigated by scienti c groups of mathematicians, physicists, psychologists and neurophysiologists (as theoretically as experimentally) purely cognitive processes, which obey quantum logic. Note that the formal grammar of AVR-photodosy in some concrete models of interpretational geometry was discussed in the second part of the article [7] with the citing of numerous literature.
It is necessary to note that IAVR is polysemantic as a rule; it means that a volume and a structure of information received by AVR-photodosy via it depends on observer; so a natural problem is in the description of informatics of interactive psychoinformation systems with more than one observer, in particular, the correlation of di erent observations. Such systems may be considered as realizing an interactive MISD (Multiple Instruction{Single Data) architecture with parallel interpretation processes for di erent observeres (this fact should be regarded in the context of a remark on the quantum{logical character of AVR-photodosy); on such way we encounter a phenomenon speci c for such systems but perphaps having a general meaning: namely, the observation process for di erent observers generate an information exchange between them.
De ntion 3B. AVR-photodosy via IAVR from an observer to another is called the IAVR-tele sthesy; if in the process of IAVR-tele sthesy AVR-photodosies from di erent observers do not obey the superposition principle, we shall say that a collective e ect appears in the IAVR-tele sthesy.
Note that (1) the process of IAVR-tele sthesy has a two-sided character; observers entering IAVR-tele sthetic communication are simultaneously inductors (who send an informations) and recepients (who receive it), moreover, a volume and a structure of received information depends on a recepient as well as on an inductor; (2) a collective e ect in IAVR-tele sthesy means that in IAVR the inductors are not considered as independent, the transmitted information is not a sum of informations sent by particular observers because the partial information streams from each inductor participate in the exchange interaction and form a speci c information received by a recepient. In this aspect it should be marked a relation of the origin of IAVR-tele sthesy to the fact that interactive psychoinformation videosystems realize an interactive MISD architecture.
De nition 3C. An observer in the marginal AVR, to which none observer can be related in the AVR realized on videocomputer, is called virtual ; and virtual observer, whose observation process depend on several real observers, is called the collective virtual observer.
A presence of virtual observer means that a part of received information is interpreted as an information sent by this really non-existing observer. A presence of collective virtual observer is not obligatory but common for interactive videosystems in a multi-user mode; this fact should be also considered in the context of a remark that such systems realize an interactive virtual MISD architecture with parallel interpretation processes for di erent observers.
In the second part of the article [2] the exposed general concepts are illustrated on a concrete model of interpretational geometry, in particular an example of collective virtual observer is given that clarify its meaning. Thus, it is mentioned that (1) only a part of received information is interpreted as an information sent by collective virtual observer (i.e. its presence does not demolish a presence of real observers), (2) the process of intentional govern by collective virtual observer is completely determined by interactions of real observers (i.e. collective virtual observer is represented as a speci c uni ed state of real observers in the interactive psychoinformation system in a multi-user mode), (3) collective virtual observer enters an information exchange with real observers being interpreted (at least, formally) as an independent observer. In this case it is an important but completely unexplored question on an interaction of individual real observers with collective virtual observer, on a decomposition of the latter on the non-correlated components (quasisubjects) and on their interaction with each other.
In conclusion let us formulate a proposition proved at the end of the second part of the article [7] by an explicit construction.
Proposition. There exist models of interpretational geometries in which there are interpretational gures observed only in a multi-user mode.
It is rather interesting to explicate a meaning of mechanics of observation of such gures in a context of general mathematical game theory [10, 11] .
Unfortunately, in spite of all its advantages the described mechanism of IAVRtele sthesy apparently does not allow to transmit cognitive information directly. Namely to a description of an attempt to adapt IAVR-tele sthesy for a realization of the accelerated nonverbal cognitive communication in integrated videocognitive interactive systems the third and the fourth paragraphs of the article are devoted.
x2. Operator (quantum-eld and stochastic) methods in the theory of interactive dynamical videosystems and noncommutative descriptive geometry
This paragraph is devoted to formalization and detailing of the exposed in the previous one intuitively clear geometric picture and to elaboration of the adequate algebraic and analytic methods. As a result of realization of such intentions we shall have a possibility of a more precise mathematical description of concrete models as for further explication of general geometric aspects as for concrete hardware and software elaboration for concrete interactive real-time videosystems.
2.1. General operator aspects of interactive dynamical videosystems and noncommutative descriptive geometry. There exist several widely used general ways to de ne an evolution of images in the real-time interactive dynamical videosystems. Let us expose some of them:
(1) Euler formulas [12] :
where u = u(t) 2 C ' R 2 is a current position of a sight point (the screen is considered as a part of the complex plane C ' R 2 ), _ u = _ u(t) is the relative velocity of its movement, = (t) are additional parameters of an interactive control, = (t) is a set of continuously distributed chiral (i.e. holomorphically-antiholomorphically decomposed, see [1] ) visual characteristics of an image (colors and overcolors), A = A(t; u; _ u; ) is a linear operator. The linear operator A as a function on u and dotu is called the angular operator eld, the eld A (unbounded, in general) holomorphically depends on u and _ u and (weakly) continuous on in suitable (not obligatory metrizable) general topology on the space of parameters of the interactive control (e.g. biopotentials of EEG and ERG, dynamical parameters of a respiratory rythm, etc., and also functional complexes of these magnitudes). The dynamics of angular operator eld on the variable t may obey some di erential equation (e.g. Euler-Arnold equation [13] ).
(2) Euler-Belavkin-Kolokoltsov formulas [2] :
where d! ( ) is a set of stochastic di erentials. In practice, sometimes the elds A(u; _ u) and B (u; _ u) may include (weak) nonlinearities. The dynamics of elds by the variable t may obey just as in the deterministic case to some di erential equation such as Euler-Arnold equation [13] .
(3) Models with dynamical interctive screening [1] : In these models the collection of colors and overcolors = (t) is represented as
where = (t) obey Euler formulas or Euler-Belavkin-Kolokoltsov formulas whereas J = J (t; u; _ u; ) is a linear operator (a projector with nontrivial kernel as a rule), which as a (holomorphic) function on u and _ u is called the screening operator eld ; the screening operator eld as well as the angular and other operator elds accounted in the evolution equations for an image, is (weakly) continuous on in a suitable (not obligatory metrizable and, perhaps, speci c for each operator eld) general topology on the space of parameters of the interactive control. (4) Models with memory [1] : In this case the dynamics of colors and overcolors depends on the hystory (e.g. is integrodi erential in time). Some concrete realizations of dynamics described above are rather well investigated experimentally (for instance, the so-called systems with partial dragging and masking { see [1] ).
The operator (quantum-eld and stochastic) methods play an important role in the analysis of all these models (on the stability of image, etc.) (see e.g. [1, 2, 7, 12, 13] ). As a rule the using of quantum-eld methods is based on the following supposition, which is called the operator algebra hypothesis, namely that the coe cients of expansions of operator elds, which enter the dynamical equations, by all variables except u being operator elds on u form a closed operator algebra of quantum eld theory. So it is supposed that some magnitudes characterizing an evolution of the system form an algebraic object, whose de nition is below. Note that in some speci c classes of models the hypothesis of operator algebra may be formally proved.
De nition 4A. The QFT{operator algebra (the operator algebra of quantum eld theory) is a linear space H supplied with an operation mx( ; ) depending on the parameterx from R n or C n , for which the identity mx( ; m y ( ; )) = m y (mx ỹ ( ; ); ) holds. Otherwords, QFT{operator algebra is a pair (H; t k ij (x)), where H is a linear space and t k ij (ỹ) is a H{valued tensor eld on R n or C n such that t l im (x)t m jk (ỹ) = t m ij (ỹ ỹ)t l mk (ỹ). The eld t k ij (x) realizes the operation mx( ; ): m x (e i ; e j ) = t k ij (x)e k , where fe k g is an arbitrary basis in H.
Let us introduce the operators lx(e i )e j = t k ij (x)e k (operators of the multiplication from the left in QFT{operator algebra) then the following identities: lx(e i )lỹ(e j ) = t k ij (x ỹ)l y (e k ) (operator product expansion) lx(e i )lỹ(e j ) = lỹ(lx ỹ (e i )e j ) (duality) hold. As a rule in the literature on mathematical physics the notation '(x) is used for operators lx(') (' 2 H). The quantities '(x) are called operator elds. In terms of operator elds the operator product expansions are written as
that means the decomposability of products of operator elds by operator elds of QFT-operator algebra themselves. If a set of concrete operator elds is closed under such decompositions then they represent an abstract QFT-operator algebra.
If dt k ij 0 then QFT-operator algebra is an ordinary associative algebra. An element ' of QFT-operator algebra is called the left divisor of zero if lx(') 0; the unit in the QFT-operator algebra H is an element 1 such that lx(1) id; the identity lx(')jx =0 = ' holds in any QFT-operator algebra with unit and without left divisors of zero; if V is the linear space of left divisors of zero in the QFT-operator algebra H then (8' 2 H)lx(')V V and H=V is a QFToperator algebra without left divisors of zero. There is de ned the operator L (the operator of in nitesimal translations) in any QFT-operator algebra with unit 1: L' = d dx (lx(')1) x=0 , the operator of in nitesimal translationsL is a derivative of QFT-operator algebra H without left divisors of zero, i.e. for each ' from H the identity [L; lx(')] = lx(L') holds; as a sequence lx(')1 = exp(x L )'. If H is an arbitrary QFT-operator algebra andL is its derivative then the linear spacê H = H h1i is supplied by the structure of a QFT-operator algebra with unit 1:
Instead of QFT-operator algebras it is reasonable sometimes to consider the related local eld algebras, the ordinary associative algebras, which are received from QFT-operator algebras by a renormalization of the pointwise product of operator elds (note that as a rule tensor elds t k ij (x) are singular at the pointx = 0 and, therefore, the pointwise product of operator elds is either formally in nite or inde nite). A procedure of renormalization was described in the article [14] . For simplicity let us consider the speci c case whenx = u is from the complex plane and operator elds are meromorphic on u.
Besides the operator elds '(u) parametrized the elements ' of the space H let us consider the expressions
The operator '(f ) is corresponded to an element ' of the space H and to a meromorphic function f (u) (or to a meromorphic 1-form f (u) du u ). In view of operator product expansions the product ' (f )' (g) of two operators ' (f ) and ' (g) is correctly de ned and admits a representation
This procedure is a renormalization of the pointwise product of operator elds in QFT-operator algebra. The operator product expansions are interpreted as a regularization of the pointwise product and functions f and g as parameters, on which a result of renormalization depends. An in uence of change of functional parameters on the result of renormalization (renorm-invariance) is described by formulas (*).
Operators '(f ) are closed under their multiplication and form an associative algebra A(H). This associative algebra is called the local eld algebra corresponded to the QFT-operator algebra H. As a rule the noncommutative local eld algebra A(H) for the meromorphic QFT-operator algebra H may be regarded as a structural ring of some noncommutative manifold (noncommutative bundle over CP 1 or noncommutative covering CP 1 ) (cf. [15] [16] [17] ), and, thus, to interpret the operator methods in the theory of the real-time interactive dynamical videosystems as the noncommutative descriptive geometry (cf. [13] ).
Group theoretical and algebraic aspects of the interactive dynamical videosystems.
As a rule it is reasonable to consider those concrete models of interactive dynamical videosystems, which possess some form of invariance with respect to geometrical transformations of image or internal transformations of the color space. One of the simplest form of a geometric invariance is one with respect to projective transformations of CP 1 , i.e. the group PSL(2; C) or its Lie algebra sl(2; C) though in a concrete realization really the models may be considered with an invariance broken to translations and scaling transformations (an example is the cutting o angular eld in the article [1] ). The presence of projective invariance means the invariance of evolution equations (Euler formulas, Euler-Belavkin-Kolokoltsov formulas, etc.) that put some conditions on operators and operator elds entering these equations. Projective invariance of operator elds allows specify their form in a certain extent (in particular, to describe their analytical dependence on u and _ u) what was done in [12] . On another hand the projective invariance of operator elds implies the projective invariance of all constructed algebraic structures (QFT-operator algebras and local eld algebras). A systematical analysis of the projectively invariant structures (operator algebras of quantum projective eld theory and local projective eld algebras) was done in the article [18] . Let us expose the necessary de nitions and results following [18, 19] .
De nition 4B [18, 19] . A QFT-operator algebra (H; t k ij (u); u 2 C) is called the QPFT-operator algebra (the operator algebra of quantum projective eld theory) if (1) the space H is a sum of Verma modules V over sl(2; C) with extremal vectors v and extremal weights h , (1) and (2) hold together with the derived descendant generation rule:
As it was shown in the article [19] the categories of QPFT-operator algebras and of derived QPFT-operator algebras are equivalent. An explicit construction of their equivalence is presented there. As a sequence QPFT-operator algebras and derived QPFT-operator algebras may be regarded as di erent recordings of the same object and the most convelient one may be used in a concrete situation.
It is necessary to note that L = ad(L 1 ) in QPFT-operator algebras with unit whereas L = L 1 in derived QPFT-operator algebras with unit. Examples of QPFT-operator algebras were considered in [18, 1, 13] .
In the structural theory of QPFT-operator algebras a crucial role is played by one concrete QPFT-operator algebra, the algebra Vert(sl(2; C)) of vertex operators for the Lie algebra sl(2; C), whose construction is contained in [18, 19] . This algebra is realized in the skladen' (= 'unfolding' in Russian, here we use a direct transliteration) of Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2; C) and admits a strict representation by operator elds in the model of Verma modules over sl(2; C). The meaning of this algebra is explicated by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (see [18] ). An arbitrary abstract QPFT-operator algebra may be realized as a subalgebra in the algebra Mat n (Vert(sl(2; C))) of matrices with coe cients in Vert(sl(2; C)) for some n ( nite if the QPFT-operator algebra contains a nite number of primary elds and in nite otherwise).
The algebra Vert(sl(2; C)) of vertex operators for the Lie algebra sl(2; C) has some additional features. Thus, for instance, its primary elds form an in nite dimensional Zamolodchikov algebra [18] .
A detailed information on this algebra, other QPFT-operator algebras, local projective eld algebras (LPFAs), their structural theory and relations to classical algebraic structures may be found in [18, 19] .
Besides spatial symmetries the models of interactive dynamical videosystems may possess internal symmetries, for instance, color ones [1] . If such symmetries are described by the group G then the related evolution equations should be G{ invariant and algebraic structures characterizing the equations should possess G as a symmetry group. The mechanisms of that were carefully investigated in the article [13] (see also [1] ). In this case the main algebraic objects are the so-called projective G{hypermultiplets, whose de nition is given below.
De nition 4C [13] . A QPFT{operator algebra (derived QPFT{operator algebra) (H; t k ij (u)) is called the projective G{hypermultiplet if the group G acts in it by automorphisms, otherwords, the space H admits a structure of representation of the group G, the operators of representation T (g) commute with the action of sl(2; C) and l u (T (g)f ) = T (g)l u (f )T (g 1 ).
The linear spaces of the extremal vectors of the xed weight form subrepresentations of the group G, which are called the multiplets of the projective G{ hypermultiplet. Projective G{hypermultiplets with G SU(3) describe the algebraic structure of a color space in projectively invariant IAVR [1] . Some concrete projective G{hypermultiplets (canonical and hypercanonical ones as well as their speci c cases, the q R {conformal eld theories) were investigated in details in the articles [13, 1, 18] . Note also that directly of after a slight modi cation many methods of a well-elaborated quantum conformal eld theory are applicable to these concrete projective G{hypermultiplets [13, 18] (in particular, one may adapt the Sugawara construction, Fubini-Veneziano elds and vertex constructions, Virasoro master equations, modular functor, etc. to them).
x3. Organization of the integrated real-time interactive videocognitive systems
This paragraph is devoted to general principles of an organization of integrated real-time interactive videocognitive systems. Integrated systems consist of two simultaneously working subsystems, one of which is arti cial (an interactive dynamical videosystem as a rule) and another is natural (sensorial, respiratory, cognitive or complex). It is necessary to mention that the most of all real videosystems are implicitely or explicitely integrated videocognitive ones, so it is a strong interest namely to the integrated interactive systems.
However, before to begin an investigation of integrated interactive system it is necessary to give an analysis of natural interactive systems to understand the laws of their working as parts of integrated systems. It is reasonable to begin from the simplest sensorial{type systems, then to transit to the related integrated systems (videosensorial and videorespiratory) and only then to concentrate an attention on the properly videocognitive systems. [18, 20] . Let us expose following [18, 20] the general principles of virtualization of natural physical interactive systems as a method of their kinematical description.
Virtualization as method of the description of a class of physical interactive information systems
De nition 5 [20] . The image of a natural interactive system by arti cial interactive videosystem is the xing of an algorithm of the construction of a dynamical image of any interactive process in the natural system by use of the intentional anomalous virtual reality realized by the computer{graphic interface of the articial interactive videosystem. The virtualization of a natural interactive system is the constructing of its image by the arti cial interactive videosystem using some set of experimental data on the system in the stationary regime. The initial natural interactive system will be called the realisation of the arti cial interactive system.
Otherwords, virtualiation of a natural interactive system allows to construct a dynamical image of any arbitrary (not obligatory self-oscillating) interactive process by some arti cial interactive system using only haracteristics of a certain nite set of self-oscillating interactive processes. A choice of the term \virtualization" is motivated by the fact that a dynamical image of the interactive process is an anomalous virtual reality in a wide sense.
In view of the decomposition of the natural interactive systems of our interest onto an active and a passive components (the active and the passive agents) the characteristics of the stationary self-oscillating process are divided on the graphical data on the dynamical state of the passive agent and the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the active agent. Virtualization of a natural interactive system is reduced to an algorithm of the secondary synthesis [20] of graphical data on a dynamical state of the passive agent in any interactive process by the xed collection of such data for some set of the stationary self-oscillating processes as well as of the corresponding amplitude-frequency characteristics of the active agent in such processes; the principal structurally algorithmic scheme of virtualization of natural interactive systems based on the using of the secondary synthesis is exposed in the article [20] .
The criterion of the adequacy of an image and of the correctness of virtualization [20] . A virtualization of the natural interactive system is correct if the received image of this system by some arti cial interactive videosystem is adequate to the initial system, i.e. under the simultaneous working of both arti cial and natural interactive systems with the same active agent the reproducing of an image of certain interactive process (under the certain state and decision of the active agent) allows to provoke its controlled performance in the natural interactive system.
Certainly, the image may be constructed one time on the basis of the experimental data on the working of the natural interactive system with an active agent di erent from that acts in the reproducing of the image. Note also that under the reproducing of the image a simultaneous collective working of two di erent interactive (arti cial and natural) systems with the same subject is supposed. Thus, the main di erence of the virtualization from the mathematical model is in the fact that the least is a pure descriptor of the physical process whereas the rst is its descriptor{constructor.
Let us formulate some phenomenological principles, whose ful lment is apparently necessary for a correctness of virtualization: { The principle of isostructural ideographicity of virtualization [20] : Virtualization of a natural interactive system should be performed in a manner that the obtained image and the initial system have the same structures; { The principle of dynamical equivalency of intentions [20] : Virtualization of a natural interactive system should be performed in a manner that the parameters characterizing the intensity of intension of a subject on an object coincide for its and its image during the dynamical subject-object interaction. One may consider a correlation of the behavioral reactions of a subject and dynamical characteristics of an object as such parameter.
Examples of an organization of the integrated interactive systems
and perspectives for their development [20] . The interactive systems may be divided on the following classes:
{ By the origin: on arti cial, natural and integrated. { By the type of interface on videosystems, audiosystems, general sensorial (including tactile), respiratory and complex (audiovideosystems, videosensorial, videorespiratory, etc.). { By the goals: on the systems of management, the systems of observation, analysis and accumulation of information, the systems for self-regulation and autotraining, the communication systems. { By the number of users: on the systems in one-and multi-user modes.
The most interesting systems (among many others) are the following types of the interactive systems: (1) arti cial videosystems of the \automatical arrangement of perception", including multi-user ones based on the secondary image synthesis (SIS) [20] , (2) the systems, which include the preceeding ones as a subsystems, the integrated videosensorial systems of an interactive vision, (3) the integrated videorespiratory systems for self-regulation, autotraining and cognitive stimulation, (4) integrated multi-user videocognitive systems for an accelerated nonverbal communication.
The most perspective in the SIS systems [20] , which play a key role in the projecting of many integrated systems, is apparently an investigation of intellectual SIS systems with a dynamical interactive tuning (as well as an eleboration of portative videosystems of synchronous SIS and complex multi-user systems). The SIS systems with dynamical interactive tuning may be considered as systems of the \automatical arrangement of perception" in the context of an activity on the computer systems of the interactive \automatical painting" as well as of investigations of the synthetical perception. It is reasonable to study octonionic anomalous 3D stereosynthesis [1] , chiral dissimmetry of the visual analyzer in interactive processes and its iin uence on the stereosynthesis. It is important to investigate the simultaneous working of natural interactive systems and their virtualizations for an elaboration of the integrated interactive systems realizing an \integrated reality" as an alternative to the systems of \virtual reality". To the integrated systems, which include the arti cial interactive videosystems for the automatical arrangement of perception as parts, one should attribute the integrated videosensorial systems of the interactive vision with a natural sensorial subsystem and the integrated videorespiratory interactive systems (i.e. interactive videosystems with a respiratory modulation or, in general, a transformation of visual interactive processes) for the psychophysiological autotraining (as passively relaxational as actively dynamical).
An organization of the integrated real-time videocognitive systems
for the accelerated nonverbal cognitive communication. Some cognitive aspects of the interactive computer graphics in general were considered in the monograph [21] . In this article we are interested in the cognitive aspects of the communication real-time interactive videosystems (as well as their integrated videosensorial counterparts).
As it was marked above the direct using of IAVR{tele sthesy does not apparently allow to realize a cognitive information transfer. On another hand integrated videocognitive communication interactive systems can \inherit" the useful properties of their subsystems realizing IAVR{tele sthesy but also can transfer a com-plex cognitive information. Thus, an approach to elaboration of such \derived" integrated systems for an accelerated nonverbal cognitive communication based on application of IAVR{tele sthesy (see above) as a mechanism of the preliminary recognition and the interactive self-tuning of communications \keys" of subjects as well as their dynamical synchronization should provide the users by the channelwise interactive establishing of the communication \keys" and, therefore, the principal noninterpretability (nondecipherability) of the communication from the outside. The realizability of such scheme is based on several circumstances: (1) the presence of interpretational gures observed only in the multi-user mode together with other features of the multi-user mode in interpretational geometry discussed above (e.g. the polysemanticity and quantum logical character of communication, which allows to use some ideas and methods of quantum cryptography [22] [23] [24] [25] ), (2) the ability of interpretational gures to be pointers on the videocognitive objects on another nature, which are dynamically reconstructed in real time by users during the communication. Such objects will be called the dynamically reconstructed objects of experimental mathematics of brie y \droems". So the stream of visual information between users, which was analyzed in x1.4, organizes a more complex stream of videocognitive information between them (note that though the transmitted information is cognitive the process of its transmission has an interactively controlled and partially subconscious character so that the two-sided stream of the interactive videoinformation may be considered as a psychosemantical context of the cognitive information exchange). The initial interpretational geometry (more precisely, the interactive videosystem, its \bearer") is a virtualization (a descriptor-constructor) of the realized cognitive interactive system. To a discussion of the mathematical aspects of the theme, namely, to droems and their dynamical reconstruction we shall transit in the following paragraph.
x4. Droems and their dynamical reconstruction
This paragraph is devoted to droems and their dynamical reconstruction. Though in general this process as well as a general nature of droems are not completely clear even on a conceptual level (though droems are apparently related to the socalled dynamical simulacres of notions [20:note 5]) some individual examples may be analyzed rather formally, that makes clear some general mechanisms. The example, which will be treated below, is related to the in nite dimensional geometry and may be characterized as an answer on the question whether it is possible to observe in nite dimensional objects, otherwords, whether the descriptive in nite dimensional geometry is possible and how. As we shall see the using of the interactive videocognitive systems, droems and their dynamical reconstruction solves this question positively in principle in some sense that allows to use the methods of experimental (computer) mathematics for an investigation of in nite dimensional geometrical objects. Note that some aspects of the in nite dimensional descriptive geometry were theoretically discussed in [26] .
It is convenient to discuss two technical questions (see 4. 
where the magnitudes M i (t; ) realize the explicit dependence of the angular eld on time and nongeometric dynamical parameters such as biopotentials of EEG or data on the respiratory rythm, and V i (u) are sl(2; C){primary elds of spin i in the Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2; C). The explicit formulas for these elds are written, for instance, in [16] , as well as their discrete (lattice) counterparts, which are used in practice (in this case n is equal either to 2 or 3).
4.2.
Cutting o the angular eld [1] . From the practical point of view it is reasonable to consider the cutting o A cut (u; _ u) the angular eld A(u; _ u) in its regular part, which does not contain the degrees of u more than N . It is supposed that A cut (u; _ u) is translation and scaling invariant whereas the dilatation invariance is broken. For instance, the components of the cut-o q R {a ne current J cut (u) (sl(2; C){primary eld of spin 1 in Verma module V h over the Lie algebra sl(2; C)) are d ned by the operators J cut In particular cases the cutting o procedure at N = 1 and A(u; _ u) = J (u) _ u realizes an interactive videosystem with a partial dragging and masking, i.e.
where is the dragging coe cient, f is the masking function, u = u(t) is the sight point position. Videodata may be multi bred with the dragging coe cient and the masking function speci c for each ber. A transition to the discrete (lattice) version after the cutting o does not provoke any problems.
4.3.
In nite dimensional dynamical symmetries of the interactvely controlled videosystems. The in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries of the interactively controlled videosystems, whose evolution is described by the Euler formulas or Euler-Belavkin-Kolokoltsov formulas (perhaps coupled with Euler-Arnold equations) with operator elds generating a QPFT{operator algebra of q R {conformal eld theory may be constructed in one of three equivalent ways. (S 1 ) of all di erential operators instead of the Lie algebra Vect C (S 1 ) of all vector elds.
An algebraic structure of these in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries was unraveled in the articles [29, 30] . Let us give the nal formulation of results. (S 1 ).
The statement of the theorem can be easily derived from the third mode to de ne the in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries.
A part of the in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries may be \globalized" [30] . Let us formulate the nal result.
Theorem 2B. The in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries corresponded to the sl(2; C){primary elds of spin 1 and 2 are exponentiated to a projective HS{ pseudorepresentation [30] of a semi-direct product of the group Di + (S 1 ) of di eomorphisms of a circle and the loop group Map(S 1 ; U (1)), which is also an asymptotic representation \mod O(~)".
The theorem 2B admits an analog for the in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries for dynamics in arbitrary canonical projective G{hypermultiplets [13, 1] . For that one should change the abelian group U (1) to the group G.
Let us consider an approximation of the angular eld with n = 2 (see 4.1.). In this case the angular eld is represented in the form of generators of the in nite dimensional dynamical symmetries with coe cients depending on the control parameters. hence, the dynamics is integrated up to Hilbert-Schmidt operators or asymptotically \mod O(~)" and is de ned by the interactively controlled group element of the semi-direct product of the group of di eomorphisms of a circle and the loop group.
4.4.
In nite dimensional droems and their dynamical reconstruction. From the results of 4.3. it follows that the interpretational gures in the models de ned by canonical projective G{hypermultiplets may be pointers to the in nite dimensional droems realized by use of geometrical objects related to the groups of di eomorphisms of a circle and the loop groups (see [26, [32] [33] [34] [35] 17] and refs wherein). The process of a dynamical reconstruction is in the restoring of the in nite dimensional object by an interactive process in the dynamical videosystem. The in nite dimensional object itself may be as interpretational as static (compilational). For instance, interpretational gures may be pointers to static \image" on the \in nite dimensional screen" { the space of the universal deformation of a complex disc [33, 34] . Droems may be looked for among numerous (sometimes, rather exotic) in nite dimensional objects of the geometrical theory of second quantized strings [35] as it was marked in the third part of the article [35] ; so it is reasonable to speak on the descriptive string geometry in the context of a general mathematical formalism for string theory (see e.g. [36] ).
Note that a transition to the lattice version should apparently produce quantum analogs of in nite dimensional Lie groups and Lie algebras (cf. [37] ), however, the geometrical consequences of the cutting o procedure (see 4.2. above) are not known.
An importance of the in nite dimensional geometry was stressed in [26] ; this article may be regarded as a development of the thesis of the naturality of a language of in nite dimensional geometry formulated in [26] . Note that droems (in particular, in nite dimensional) and their dynamical reconstruction besides the described applied problem of an organization of accelerated nonverbal cognitive computer and telecommunications being very important for experimental mathematics and, therefore, for the whole complex of mathematical sciences are of interest for theoretical mathematical psychology, structural linguistics and linguistic psychology in the context as of investigations of nonverbal cognitive communications in various external conditions (e.g. with stimulations), which became actual recently, as for more traditional themes such as investigations of origins and development of verbal communications, early stages of speech and education processes. So it is of a special interest to consider dynamical reconstruction of droems in the multi-user mode (cf.1.4), for instance, in the interactive videocognitive games (the games with an interactive control, see 1.1.). Danna rabota, adresovanna kak matematikam-teoretikam, specializiru wims v geometrii, algebre, funkcional~nom analize, teorii dinamiqeskih i upravl emyh sistem, interesu wims sovremennymi prilo eni mi ih disciplin k zadaqam informacionnyh tehnologi (organizaci interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem real~nogo vremeni dl uskorennyh komp~ ternyh i telekommunikaci ), tak i prikladnikam, zanima wims razrabotko ukazannyh sistem s akcentom na matematiqeskie metody interaktivno komp~ terno grafiki v real~nom vremeni, posv wena analizu opredelennogo, po-vidimomu, dostatoqno perspektivnogo, s odno storony, a s drugo { nebezynteresnogo s toqki zreni qisto (kak ksperimental~no , tak i teoretiqesko ) matematiki podhoda k rexeni odno problemy informacionnyh tehnologi .
UDK
Osnovno trudnost~ , prep tstvu we dal~ne xemu razviti interaktivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni dl uskorennyh komp~ ternyh i telekommunikaci , vl ets suwestvenna ograniqennost~ob ema informacii, peredavaemo za edinicu vremeni. Esli dl neinteraktivnyh sistem i interaktivnyh sistem uslovnogo vremeni, prednaznaqennyh dl osuwestvleni uskorennyh kommunikaci , ta trudnost~bolee ili menee preodolevaets blagodar ispol~zovani razliqnyh priemov s ati i kodirovani pri odnovremennom soverxenstvovanii material~no (tehniqesko ) bazy, to dl interaktivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni pri naivnom podhode ona stanovits poqti nepreodolimo . Krome togo, primenenie interaktivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni dl organizacii uskorennyh kommunikaci na bol~xih rassto ni h poro daet dopolnitel~nu trud-nost~, sv zannu s vyzvanno rel tivistskimi ffektami nevozmo nost~ sinhronizacii ritmov sub ektov kommunikacii; tak, pri rassto nii v N tys q kilometrov pogrexnost~v sinhronizacii teoretiqeski ne men~xe, qem N=300 sekund, a praktiqeski naqitel~no bol~xe.
Pereqislennye trudnosti privod t k neobhodimosti ino organizatsii informacii i ee peredaqi v interaktivnyh sistemah real~nogo vremeni dl uskorennyh kommunikaci . Odno iz takih vozmo noste , kstati ispol~zuemo v sistemah obyqnyh kommunikaci , vl ets peredaqa po kanalam sv zi ne deskriptorov ob ektov, a ukazatele na nih, s ispol~zovaniem posledu we dinamiqesko rekonstrukcii samih ob ektov. Pri ispol~zovanii to vozmo nosti v interaktivnyh psihoinformacionnyh videosistemah real~nogo vremeni dl uskorennoe neverbal~no kognitivno kommunikatsii, predstavla wihs avtoru v silu mnogih priqin, nekotorye iz kotoryh stanut snymi v processe izlo eni materiala stat~i, naibolee perspektivnymi, sv z~me du ukazatel mi i samimi ob ektami, a tak e process dinamiqesko rekonstrukcii, osuwestvl emo v real~nom vremeni i, kak sledstvie, po kra ne mere otqasti, na bezsoznatel~nom urovne, qto, v celom, sostavl et ee harakternu qertu, otliqa wu dinamiqesku rekonstrukci dro mov ot obyqno rekonstrukcii-\rasxifrovki", stanov ts netrivial~nymi, potencial~no ves~ma soder atel~nymi kak ksperimental~no, tak i teoretiqeski. Odnako, imenno znanie matematiqeskogo fundamenta, le awego v ih osnove, s odno storony, mo et obespeqit~znaqitel~noe sni enie qrezmernyh trebovani k apparatno baze sistem, pozvoliv realizovat~ih na osnove ime wihs v naliqii i obwedostupnyh sredstv, a s drugo storony, mo et slu it~osnovaniem dl razrabotki udobnogo i sravnitel~no prostogo programmnogo obespeqeni .
Vvidu skazannogo v danno rabote my pytaems vy vit~matematiqeskie osnovy otmeqennogo vyxe podhoda k organizacii informacii i ee peredaqi v interaktivnyh psihoinformacionnyh videosistemah real~nogo vremeni dl uskorenno neverbal~no kognitivno kommunikacii; na tom puti kl qevu rol~igra t dro my (\dinamiqeski rekonstruiruemye ob ekty ksperimental~no matematiki") i interpretacionnye figury kak ukazateli na nih.
Stat~ organizovana sledu wim obrazom: pervy paragraf posv wen izlo eni neobhodimyh osnov interpretacionno geometrii, vtoro { operatornym metodam v teorii interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem i nekommutativno naqertatel~no geometrii, treti { obwe koncepcii organizacii integrirovannyh interaktivnyh videokognitivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni, qetverty { dinamiqeski rekonstruiruemym ob ektam ksperimental~no matematiki i processam ih dinamiqesko rekonstrukcii, pri tom obwie pon ti ill striru ts interesnym konkretnym primerom, sv zannym s beskoneqnomerno geometrie . Izlo enie nosit, v osnovnom, vristiqeski i konceptual~ny harakter (pervy i treti paragrafy), hot nekotorye qastnye aspekty takie, kak, naprimer, material vtorogo i qetvertogo paragrafa, dopuska wie v nasto wi moment bolee gluboku formalizaci i detalizaci , izlaga ts na matematiqeskom urovne strogosti.
Otmetim tak e, qto osnovaniem dl otdel~nyh polo eni , izlagaemyh v rabote, poslu ili konkretnye rexeni , ispol~zuemye v razliqnyh obuqa wih i kommunikacionnyh sistemah, odnako, posledovatel~ny i sistematiqeski ksperimental~no-matematiqeski podhod k teme soder its v literature vpervye.
x1. Interpretacionna geometri
Danny paragraf posv wen izlo eni razliqnyh storon interpretacionno geometrii, ime wih otnoxenie k organizacii informacii i ee peredaqi v interaktivnyh videosistemah komp~ terno i telekommunikacii. Osnovnoe vnimanie udel ets interpretacionnym figuram, kotorye v dal~ne xem budut slu it~ukazatel mi na dro my i sposobam ih peredaqi, inymi slovami, osobennost m interpretacionno geometrii v mnogopol~zovatel~skom re ime.
Interpretacionnye figury [1,2:Prilo .A].
Geometri , opisyvaema ni e, sv zana s nekotorym klassom interaktivnyh informacionnyh sistem. Budem nazyvat~interaktivnu informacionnu sistemu komp~ terografiqesko (ili interaktivno informacionno videosistemo ), esli informacionny potok \komp~ ter-pol~zovatel~" organizovan kak potok geometriqeskih grafiqeskih dannyh na krane monitora; interaktivna informacionna videosistema budet nazyvat~s psihoinformacionno , esli informaci , peredavaema po kanalu \pol~zovatel~-komp~ ter" nosit (polnost~ ili otqasti) bessoznatel~ny harakter. Takim obrazom, v interesu wih nas interaktivnyh sistemah upravlenie spareno s neizvestno ili ne vpolne izvestno obratno sv z~ , sistemy s takim upravleniem budem nazyvat~interaktivno upravl emymi. V celom, rassmotrenie interaktivno upravl emyh (psihoinformacionnyh) sistem, s cel~ kak ksperimental~nogo, tak i teoretiqeskogo vy vleni zakl qennyh v nih vozmo noste , predstavl wih interes dl matematiqeskih nauk samih po sebe, i \skrytyh" abstraktnyh matematiqeskih ob ektov, nabl denie i analiz kotoryh aktual~no ili potencial~no realizuemy blagodar ukazannym vozmo nost m, vl ets va no zadaqe kak takovo . Po tomu dalee budut opredeleny pon ti interpretacionno figury i ee simvoliqeskogo qerte a, kotorye, po-vidimomu, igra t kl qevu rol~v opisanii komp~ terno-geometriqeskogo predstavleni matematiqeskih dannyh v interaktivnyh informacionnyh sistemah. V dal~ne xem, odnako, pri sohranenii obwego ksperimental~no-matematiqeskogo plana akcenty budut smeweny neskol~ko v storonu prilo eni k informatike, interpretacionnye figury (sm.ni e) budut ispol~zovat~s kak ukazateli na dro my, a interaktivnye psihoinformacionnye videosistemy real~nogo vremeni kak komponenty integrirovannyh interaktivnyh videokognitivnyh sistem dl uskorenno neverbal~no kognitivno kommunikatsii. Podqerknem, qto interpretacionna figura mo et ne imet~obyqnogo formal~nogo opredeleni ; a imenno, tol~ko esli process interpretatsii dopuskaet kvivalentny process kompil cii opredelenie figury svodic k opredeleni ee qerte e , qto v obwem sluqae ne imeet mesto. tem samym, qerte interpretacionno figury opredel et vsego lixd inamiqesku \tehnologi zritel~nogo vospri ti ", a ne ee \obraz"; podobnye qerte i budut nazyvat~s simvoliqeskimi.
Matematiqeskie dannye v interaktivnyh informacionnyh videosistemah suwestvu t v vide vzaimosv zi vnutrennego geometriqeskogo obraza
Komp~ terno-geometriqeskoe opisanie matematiqeskih dannyh v interaktivnyh informacionnyh sistemah tesno sv zano s koncepcie anomal~nyh virtual~nyh real~noste . V intencional~no anomal~no virtual~no real~nosti (IAVR), realizovanno (aparatno i programmno) komp~ terografiqeskim interfe som interaktivno videosistemy, kotory v svo oqered~ukazanna IAVR geometriqeski modeliruet (na urovne naqertatel~no geometrii, v to vrem kak model~, transcendiru wa dannu IAVR, osuwestvl et to u e na urovne abstraktno geometrii), nabl daemye ob ekty predsta t kak by sv zannymi s nabl datelem, kotory opredelennym obrazom vozde stvu na nih, fiksiruet ih nabl daemoe sosto nie, tak qto ob ekt myslits tol~ko kak potencial~nost~sosto ni iz zadannogo spektra, no samo sosto nie zavisit i ot nabl datel . Simvoliqeskie qerte i interpretatsionnyh figur mogut rassmatrivat~s kak sosto ni nekotoro IAVR.
Otmetim, qto matematiqeska teori anomal~nyh virtual~nyh real~noste (AVR), v tom qisle osnovnye procedury naturalizacii i transcendirovani , sv zyva wie AVR s abstraktno geometrie , predstavl et sobo osoby razdel sovremenno neklassiqesko naqertatel~no (komp~ terno ) geometrii.
Opredelenie 2D. Mno estvo nepreryvno raspredelennyh vizual~nyh harakteristik izobra eni v anomal~no virtual~no real~nosti nazyvaets anomal~nym cvetovym prostranstvom; lementy anomal~nogo cvetovogo prostranstva necvetovo prirody nazyva ts obercevetami, a veliqiny, transcendiru wie ih v abstraktno modeli, nazyva ts \skrytymi svetami". Cvetoperspektivno sistemo nazyvaets zadanna sovokupnostõ bobwennyh zakonov perspektivy v zadannom anomal~nom cvetovom prostranstve; dve AVR nazyva ts kvivalentnymi, esli ih cvetoperspektivnye sistemy sovpada t; AVR, kvivalentna realizovanno na videokomp~ tere (no ne realizovanna sama) nazyvaets marginal~no . Aleksandri ski postulat. L boe utver denie, spravedlivoe dl nekotoro geometriqesko konfiguracii, ostaets v sile, esli ta konfiguraci rassmatrivaets kak qast~nekotoro bol~xe konfiguracii.
Takim obrazom, aleksandri ski postulat oznaqaet, qto dobavlenie kakih by to ni bylo dopolnitel~nyh ob ektov k danno geometriqesko konfiguracii ne okazyvaet vli ni na tu konfiguraci . Aleksandri ski postulat ispol~zuets , naprimer, v konstruktivnyh dokazatel~stvah geometriqeskih teorem, osuwestvl emyh putem vnogo poxagovogo postroeni ob ekta, suwestvovanie kotorogo sostavl et utver denie teoremy. V sluqae naruxeni aleksandri skogo postulata v processe konstruktivnogo dokazatel~stva na ka dom xage mogut ispol~zovat~s tol~ko konfiguratsii, sovmestimye v nekotorom smysle s predyduwimi, t.e. ne men wimi te ih svo stva, kotorye sostavl t ishodnye dannye teoremy.
V kaqestve primera nealeksandri sko geometrii mo no privesti nxte novu geometri [ Takim obrazom, interpretacionnye geometrii realizu t nekotory klass nealeksandri skih geometri . Konstruktivnoe dokazatel~stvo v interpretacionno geometrii, tem samym, sostoit v vnom postroenii ob ekta, q~e suwestvovanie utver daet teorema, kak rezul~tata poxagovogo processa postroeni prome utoqnyh konfiguraci interpretacionnyh figur, a korrektnost~dokazatel~stva zakl qaets v tom, qto na ka dom xagu svo stva naqal~no konfiguracii, sostavl wie ishodnye dannye teoremy, osta ts neizmennymi v processe interpretacii. Esli poslednee prover ets ksperimental~no dl ka dogo konkretnogo protsessa, to dokazatel~stvo nosit ksperimental~no-matematiqeski harakter, buduqi osnovannym na nepolno indukcii; otmetim, qto shodnye procedury ispol~zu ts vo mnogih samoobuqa wihs sistemah iskusstvennogo intellekta, v kotoryh realizu ts (inogda statistiqeski) vozmo nye kombinacii xagov s posledu we proverko ih korrektnosti (metod sluqa nogo poiska rexeni ).
1.4. Informacionnye aspekty interpretacionnyh geometri : interpretacionnye figury v mnogopol~zovatel~skom re ime i IAVRtelestezi . V dannom punkte soder its kratkoe izlo enie bez detalizacii obwih rezul~tatov vtoro qasti raboty [7] , ne voxedxih v prilo enie k rabote [2] i kasa wihs informacionnyh aspektov interpretatsionnyh geometri . Predposylko dl takogo rassmotreni slu it otmeqavxees v [7] obsto tel~stvo, qto informatika mo et rassmatrivat~s kak toqka zreni na matematiqeskie ob ekty, dopolnitel~na k geometriqesko (v svete fundamental~no oppozicii \logiqeskogo" i \ detiqeskogo"). V silu togo polezno pereformulirovat~osnovnye geometriqeskie opredeleni v informacionnyh terminah. Tak, opisannye vo vtoro qasti raboty [7] pon ti AVR-fotodosii i ee formal~no grammatiki predstavl t estestvennu parallel~k pon ti m anomal~no virtual~no real~nosti i transcendiru we abstraktno modeli. Otmetim, odnako, qto ukazannye pon ti v silu metodologiqeskih soobra eni rassmatriva ts poka lix~qisto formal~no i kak realizu wie \ni ni " ili \vnexni ' vizual~ny uroven~\mnogoslo nogo' videokognitivnogo smyslovogo potoka. Ih bolee glubokomu (no daleko ne polnomu) analizu budet posv wen qetverty paragraf raboty.
Opredelenie 3A. Peredaqa informacii qerez anomal~nu virtual~nu real~nost~s pomow~ \skrytyh svetov" nazyvaets AVR-fotodosie ; sistema algebraiqeskih struktur iznaqal~no abstraktno modeli, harakterizu wih pri naturalizacii process AVR-fotodosii, nazyvaets for-mal~no grammatiko AVR-fotodosii.
Otmetim, qto pon ti AVR-fotodosii i ee formal~no tesno sv zany s pon tiem anomal~nogo cvetovogo prostranstva, poskol~ku imenno is-pol~zovanie podobnyh prostranstv pozvol et peredavat~raznoobraznu informaci v razliqnyh formah, i kak sledstvie, izuqenie problem peredaqi informacii qerez AVR, harakter kotoro zavisit ot struktury cvetovogo prostranstve, vl ets va no matematiqesko problemo (sr. [8] ). Struktura AVR-fotodosii opredel ets ee formal~no grammatiko . Kak budet pokazano v sledu wem paragrafe formal~na grammatika interpretacionnyh geometri mo et nosit~kvantovy harakter i, takim obrazom, sootvetstvu wa AVR-fotodosi podqin ets kvantovo logike [9] ; tot fakt zaslu ivaet samogo pristal~nogo vnimani kak teoretiqeski poluqenny smexanny perceptivno-kognitivny analog ves~ma interesnyh i qqatel~no izuqaemyh nauqnymi kollektivami matematikov, fizikov, psihologov i ne rofiziologov (kak teoretiqeski, tak i ksperi-mental~no) qisto kognitivnyh processov, udovletvor wih kvantovo logike. Otmetim, qto formal~na grammatika AVR-fotodosii v nekotoryh konkretnyh model h interpretacionnyh geometri obsu dalas~vo vtoro qasti raboty [7] s citirovaniem mnogoqislenno literatury.
Neobhodimo otmetit~, qto IAVR, kak pravilo, polisemantiqna; to oznaqaet, qto ob em i struktura informacii, poluqaemo pri AVR-fotodosii qerez nee, zavisit ot nabl datel ; takim obrazom, estestvenna problema sostoit v opisanii informatiki interaktivnyh psihoinformatsionnyh videosistem, soder awih bolee odnogo nabl datel , v qastnosti, korrelirovannost~razliqnyh nabl deni . Podobnye sistemy mogut rassmatrivat~s kak realizu wie interaktivnu MISD (Multiple Instruction{ Single Data) arhitekturu s parallel~nymi interpretacionnymi processami dl razliqnyh nabl datele ( tot fakt sleduet rassmatrivat~v kontekste zameqani o kvantovo-logiqeskom haraktere AVR-fotodosii); na tom puti my stalkivaems s vleniem, specifiqnym dl podobnyh sistem, no, vozmo no, ime wim i bolee obwee znaqenie: a imenno, protsessy nabl deni razliqnymi nabl datel mi poro da t informacionny obmen me du nimi.
Opredelenie 3B. AVR-fotodosi qerez IAVR ot odnogo nabl datel k drugomu nazyvaets IAVR-telestezie ; esli v processe IAVR-telestezii AVR-fotodosii ot razliqnyh nabl datele ne udovletvor t principu superpozicii, budem govorit~, qto imeet mesto kollektivny ffekt v IAVR-telestezii.
Otmetim, qto (1) process IAVR-telestezii nosit dvustoronni harakter; nabl dateli, uqastvu wie v IAVR-telestetiqesko kommunikatsii, vystupa t odnovremenno i kak induktory (posyla wie informatsi ), i kak recepienty (prinima wie ee), bolee togo, ob em i struktura poluqaemo informacii zavisit ot recepienta tak e kak i ot induktora; (2) kollektivny ffekt v IAVR-telestezii oznaqaet, qto induktory v IAVR ne vosprinima ts kak nezavisimye { peredavaema informaci ne vl ets summo informaci , posylaemyh otdel~nymi nabl datel mi, tak kak parcial~nye informacionnye potoki ot ka -dogo induktora uqastvu t v obmennom vzaimode stvii, formiru spetsifiqesku informaci , vosprinimaemu recepientom. V tom aspekte dol no byt~osobo otmeqeno otnoxenie proisho deni IAVR-telestezii k tomu faktu, qto interaktivnye psihoinformacionnye videosistemy realizu t interaktivnu MISD arhitekturu.
Opredelenie 3V. Nabl datel~v marginal~no AVR, kotoromu ne sootvetstvuet nikako nabl datel~v AVR, realizovanno na videokomp~ tere, nazyvaets virtual~nym; a virtual~ny nabl datel~, qe process nabldeni zavisit ot neskol~kih real~nyh nabl datele , nazyvaets kollektivnym virtual~nym nabl datelem.
Prisutstvie virtual~nogo nabl datel oznaqaet, qto qast~prinimaemo informacii interpretiruets kak informaci , posylaema ukazannym real~no ne suwestvu wim nabl datelem. Prisutstvie kollektivnogo virtual~nogo nabl datel ne ob zatel~no, no obyqno dl interaktivnyh videosistem v mnogopol~zovatel~skom re ime; tot fakt tak e sleduet rassmatrivat~v kontekste zameqani o tom, qto ukazannye sistemy realizu t interaktivnu virtual~nu MISD arhitekturu s parallel~nymi interpretacionnymi processami dl razliqnyh nabl datele .
Vo vtoro qasti raboty [7] izlo ennye obwie pon ti proill strirovany na konkretno modeli interpretacionno geometrii, v qastnosti, dan primer kollektivnogo virtual~nogo nabl datel , pro sn wi ego smysl. Tak otmeqaets , qto (1) tol~ko qast~prinimaemo informacii interpretiruets kak informaci , posylaema kollektivnym virtual~nym nabl datelem (t.o. ego naliqie ne naruxaet prisutstvi real~nyh nabl datele ), (2) process intendirovani kollektivnogo virtual~nogo nabl datel vsetselo opredel ets vzaimode stviem real~nyh nabl datele (t.e. kollektivny virtual~ny nabl datel~predstavl et sobo specifiqeskoe ob edinennoe sosto nie real~nyh nabl datele v interaktivno psihoinformacionno videosisteme v mnogopol~zovatel~skom re ime), (3) kollektivny vir-tual~ny nabl datel~uqastvuet v informacionnom obmene s real~nymi nabl datel mi, buduqi interpretiruemym (po kra ne mere, formal~no) kak nezavisimy nabl datel~. V sv zi s tim predstavl ets ves~ma va nym poqti ne issledovanny vopros o vzaimode stvii individual~nyh real~nyh nabl datele s kollektivnym virtual~nym nabl datelem, a tak e o razlo enii poslednego na nekorrelirovannye sostavl wie (kvazisub ekty) i ih vzaimode stvi h me du sobo .
V zakl qenie sformuliruem predlo enie, dokazyvaemoe v konce vtoro qasti raboty [7] putem vnogo postroeni .
Predlo enie. Suwestvu t modeli interpretacionnyh geometri , v kotoryh ime ts interpretacionnye fugury, nabl daemye tol~ko v mnogo-pol~zovatel~skom re ime.
Predstavl et interes vy vlenie znaqeni mehanizma nabl deni podobnyh figur v ramkah obwe matematiqesko teorii igr [10, 11] .
K so aleni , nesmotr na svoi dostoinstva opisanny vyxe mehanizm IAVR-telestezii, po-vidimomu, ne pozvol et neposredstvenno osuwestvl t~peredaqu kognitivno informacii. Opisani popytki tem ne menee ispol~zovat~IAVR-telestezi dl realizacii uskorenno never-bal~no kognitivno kommunikacii v ramkah integrirovannyh videokognitivnyh interaktivnyh sistem posv weny treti i qetverty paragraf danno stat~i.
x2. Operatornye (kvantovo-polevye i stohastiqeskie) metody v teorii interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem i nekommutativna naqertatel~na geometri Dany paragraf posv wen formalizacii i detalizacii izlo enno v predyduwem paragrafe intuitivno prozraqno geometriqesko kartiny i razrabotke sootvetstvu wego algebraiqeskogo i analitiqeskogo apparata. V rezul~tate usuwestvleni togo my budem obladat~vozmo -nost~ bolee strogogo matematiqeskogo opisani konkretnyh modele kak s cel~ dal~ne xego pro sneni obwih geometriqeskih aspektov, tak i konkretno apparatno-programmno razrabotki konkretnyh interaktivnyh videosistem real~nogo vremeni.
2.1. Obwie operatornye aspekty interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem i nekommutativna geometri . Suwestvuet neskol~ko xiroko upotrebl emyh obwih sposobov zadani vol cii izobra eni v interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistemah real~nogo vremeni. Privedem nekotorye iz nih:
(1) Formuly lera [12] :
gde u = u(t) 2 C ' R 2 { tekuwee polo enie toqki vzora (takim obrazom, kran rassmatrivaets kak qast~kompleksno ploskosti C ' R 2 ), _ u = _ u(t) { otnositel~na skorost~ee smeweni , = (t) { dopolnitel~nye dinamiqeskie parametry interaktivnogo upravleni , = (t) { sovokupnost~nepreryvno raspredelennyh kiral~nyh (t.e. golomorfno-antigolomorfno rasweplennyh, sm. [1] ) vizual~nyh harakteristik izobra eni (cvetov i obercvetov), A = A(t; u; _ u; ) { line ny operator. Line ny operator A kak funkci u i _ u nazyvaets uglovym operatornym polem, pole A (voobwe govor , neograniqennoe) golomorfno zavisit ot u i _ u i (slabo) nepreryvno po v podhod we (ne ob zatel~no metrizuemo ) obwe topologii na prostranstve parametrov interaktivnogo upravleni (naprimer, biopotencialov G i RG, dinamiqeskih parametrov respiratornogo ritma i t.p., a tak e funkcional~nyh kompleksov pereqislennyh veliqin). Dinamika uglovogo operatornogo pol po peremenno t mo et v svo oqered~udovletvor t~nekotoromu diffe-rencial~nomu uravneni (naprimer, uravneni lera-Arnol~da [13] ). Pri analize pereqislennyh modele (na usto qivost~izobra eni i t.p.) va nu rol~igra t operatornye (kvantovo-polevye i stohastiqeskie) metody (sm.naprimer [1, 2, 7, 12, 13] ). Ispol~zovanie kvantovo-polevyh metodov, kak pravilo, osnovyvaets na sledu wem dopuwenii, nazyvaemom gipotezo operatorno algebry, a imenno, qto ko fficienty razlo eni operatornyh pole , vhod wih v dinamiqeskie uravneni , po vsem peremennym krome u, obrazu t zamknutu operatornu algebru kvantovo teorii pol buduqi operatornymi pol mi po u. Takim obrazom, predpolagaets , qto nekotorye veliqiny, polnost~ harakterizu wie vol ci sistemy, obrazu t nekotory algebraiqeski ob ekt, opredelenie kotorogo privodits ni e. Otmetim, qto v nekotoryh qastnyh klassah modele gipotezu operatorno algebry udaets formal~no dokazat~.
Opredelenie 4A. KTP{operatorno algebro (operatorno algebro kvantovo teorii pol ) nazyvaets line noe prostranstvo H, snab ennoe zavis we ot parametrax, probega wego R n ili C n , operacie mx( ; ), dl kotoro vypoln ets sledu wee to destvo: mx( ; m y ( ; )) = m y (mx ỹ ( ; ); ). Inymi slovami, KTP{operatorna algebra vl ets paro (H; t k ij (x)), gde H { line noe prostranstvo, a t k ij (ỹ) { H{znaqnoe tenzornoe pole na R n ili C n takoe, qto t l im (x)t m jk (ỹ) = t m ij (ỹ ỹ)t l mk (ỹ). Pole t k ij (x) realizuet operaci mx( ; ) sledu wim obrazom: m x (e i ; e j ) = t k ij (x)e k , gde fe k g { proizvol~ny bazis v H.
Vvedem operatory lx(e i )e j = t k ij (x)e k (operatory umno eni sleva v KTP{operatorno algebre), togda budut imet~mesto sledu wie to destva:
lx(e i )lỹ(e j ) = t k ij (x ỹ)l y (e k ) (operatornoe razlo enie) i lx(e i )lỹ(e j ) = lỹ(lx ỹ (e i )e j ) (to destvo dual~nosti).
V literature po metematiqesko fizike, kak pravilo, ispol~zuets oboznaqenie '(x) dl operatorov lx(') (' 2 H). Veliqiny '(x) nazyva ts operatornymi pol mi. V terminah operatornyh pole operatornye razlo eni prinima t vid Vmesto KTP-operatornyh algebr inogda imeet smysl rassmatrivatõ tveqa wie im lokal~nye polevye algebry, obyqnye associativnye algebry, poluqa wies iz KTP-operatornyh algebr perenormirovko potoqeqnogo umno eni operatornyh pole (otmetim, qto tenzornye pol t k ij (x), kak pravilo, singul rny v toqkex = 0, i po tomu potoqeqnoe proizvedenie operatornyh pole formal~no beskoneqno ili neopredeleno). Procedura perenormirovki opisana v rabote [14] . Rassmotrim dl prostoty interesu wi nas sluqa , kogdax = u probegaet kompleksnu ploskost~, a operatornye pol meromorfny po u. Rassmotrim, nar du s operatornymi pol mi '(u), parametrizuemymi lementami ' prostranstva H, vyra eni
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Ukazanna procedura predstavl et sobo perenormirovku potoqeqnogo proizvedeni operatornyh pole v KTP-operatorno algebre. Pri tom operatornye razlo eni interpretiru ts kak regul rizaci potoqeqnogo proizvedeni , a funkcii f i g { kak parametry, ot kotoryh zavisit rezul~tat perenormirovki. Vli nie zameny funkcional~nyh parametrov na rezul~tat operacii perenormirovki (perenormirovoqna invariant-nost~) opisyvaets formulami (*).
Operatory '(f ) zamknuty otnositel~no umno eni i obrazu t associativnu algebru A(H). ta associativna algebra nazyvaets lokal~no polevoe algebro , otveqa we KTP-operatorno algebre H. Kak pravilo, nekommutativnu lokal~nu polevu algebru A(H) dl meromorfno KTP-operatorno algebry H mo no rassmatrivat~kak strukturnoe kol~co nekotorogo nekommutativnogo mnogoobrazi (nekommutativnogo rassloeni nad CP 1 ili nekommutativnogo nakryti CP 1 ) (sr. [15] [16] [17] ), a tem samym interpretirovat~sovokupnost~operatornyh metodov v teorii interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem real~nogo vremeni kak nekommutativnu naqertatel~nu geometri (sr. [13] ).
2.2.
Teoretiko-gruppovye i algebraiqeskie aspekty interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem. Kak pravilo, razumno rassmatrivat~te konkretnye modeli interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem, kotorye oblada t to ili ino formo invariantnosti po otnoxeni k geometriqeskim preobrazovani m izobra eni ili vnutrennim preobrazovani m cvetovogo prostranstva. Odno iz proste xih form geometriqesko invariantnosti vl ets invariantnost~otnositel~no proektivnyh preobrazovani CP 1 , t.e. gruppy PSL(2; C) ili ee algebry Li sl(2; C), hot real~no v silu teh ili inyh priqin, obuslovlennyh konkretno realizatsie , mogut rassmatrivat~s modeli s invariantnost~ , naruxenno do transl cionnyh i masxtabnyh preobrazovani (primer tomu { obrezanie uglovogo pol iz raboty [1] ). naliqie proektivno invariantnosti modeli oznaqaet invariantnost~ vol cionnyh uravneni (formul lera, lera-Belavkina-Kolokol~cova i t.d.), qto v svo oqered~zadaet uslovi na operatory i operatornye pol , vhod wie v ti uravneni . Proektivna invariantnost~operatornyh pole pozvol et v znaqitel~no stepeni specificirovat~ih vid (v qastnosti, analitiqeski opisat~ih za-visimost~ot u i _ u), qto bylo prodelano v [12] . S drugo storony, proektivna invariantnost~operatornyh pole vleqet proektivnu in-variantnost~vseh postroennyh s ih pomow~ algebraiqeskih struktur (KTP-operatornyh algebr i lokal~nyh polevyh algebr). Sistematiqeski analiz sootvetstvu wih proektivno{invariantnyh struktur (operatornyh algebr kvantovo proektivno teorii pol i lokal~nyh proektivnyh polevyh algebr) byl dan v stat~e [18] . Izlo im kratko neobhodimye operdeleni i rezul~taty, sledu [18, 19] .
Opredelenie 4B [18, 19] . KTP-operatorna algebra (H; t k ij (u); u 2 C) nazyvaets KPTP-operatorno algebro (operatorno algebro kvantovo proektivno teorii pol ), esli (1) Kak pokazano v rabote [19] kategorii KPTP-operatornyh algebr i proizvodnyh KPTP-operatornyh algebr kvivalentny. vna konstruktsi kvivalentnosti pred vlena tam e. Kak sledstvie, KPTP-operatornye algebry i proizvodnye KPTP-operatornye algebry mogut rassmatrivat~s kak raznye zapisi odnogo i togo e ob ekta, i v konkretno situacii mo et ispol~zovat~s naibolee udobna iz nih.
Neobhodimo otmetit~, qto v KPTP-operatornyh algebrah s edinice L = ad(L 1 ), a v proizvodnyh KPTP-operatornyh algebrah L = L 1 . Primery KPTP-operatornyh algebr rassmatrivalis~v [18, 1, 13] .
Va nu rol~v strukturno teorii KPTP-operatornyh algebr igraet odna konkretna KPTP-operatorna algebra | algebra Vert(sl(2; C)) verxinnyh operatorov dl algebry Li sl(2; C), konstrukci kotoro soder its v [18, 19] . ta algebra realizuets v skladne module Verma nad algebro Li sl(2; C) i dopuskaet toqnoe predstavlenie operatornymi pol mi v modeli module Verma nad sl(2; C). Znaqenie to algebry vy vl ets sledu we teoremo .
Teorema 1 (sm. [18] ). Proizvol~na abstraktna KPTP-operatorna algebra mo et byt~realizovana kak podalgebra v algebre Mat n (Vert(sl(2; C))) matric s ko fficientami v Vert(sl(2; C)) pri nekotorom n (koneqnom, esli KPTP-operatorna algebra soder it koneqnoe qislo perviqnyh pole , i beskoneqnom v protivnom sluqae).
Algebra Vert(sl(2; C)) verxinnyh operatorov dl algebry Li sl(2; C) obladaet r dom dopolnitel~nyh interesnyh svo stv. tak, naprimer, perviqnye pol v to algebre obrazu t beskoneqnomernu algebru Zamolodqikova [18] .
Bolee podrobno s to algebro , drugimi KPTP-operatornymi algebrami, lokal~nymi proektivnymi polevymi algebrami (LPPA), ih strukturno teorie , a tak e sv z mi pereqislennyh ob ektov s klassiqeskimi algebraiqeskimi strukturami mo no poznakomit~s po rabotam [18, 19] .
Pomimo prostranstvennyh simmetri modeli interaktivnyh dinamiqeskih videosistem mogut obladat~vnutrennimi simmetri mi, naprimer, cvetovymi [1] . Esli ti simmetrii operdele ts gruppo G, to sootvetstvu wie vol cionnye uravneni dol ny byt~G{invariantnymi, a algebraiqeskie struktury, harakterizu wie ti uravneni , dopuskatG v kaqestve gruppy simmetri . Sootvetstvu wie mehanizmy podrobno issledovalis~v rabote [13] (sm.tak e [1] ). Osnovnymi algebraiqeskimi ob ektami v tom sluqae budut t.n. proektivnye G{gipermul~tiplety, opredelenie kotoryh daets ni e.
Opredelenie 4V [13] . KPTP{operatorna algebra (proizvodna KPTP{ operatorna algebra) (H; t k ij (u)) nazyvaets proektivnym G{gipermul~tipletom, esli gruppa G de stvuet v ne avtomorfizmami, inymi slovami, prostranstvo H dopuskaet strukturu predstavleni gruppy G, operatory predstavleni T (g) kommutiru t s de stviem sl(2; C) i l u (T (g)f ) = T (g)l u (f )T (g 1 ).
Line nye prostranstva kstremal~nyh vektorov zadannogo vesa obrazu t podpredstavleni gruppy G, kotorye nazyva ts mul~tipletami proektivnogo G{gipermul~tipleta. Proektivnye G{gipermul~tiplety s G SU(3) opisyva t algebraiqesku strukturu cvetovogo prostranstva v proektivno-invariantnyh IAVR [1] . Konkretnye proektivnye G{gipermul~tiplety (kanoniqeskie i giperkanoniqeskie, i ih qastnye sluqai { q R {konformnye teorii pol ) podrobno issledovalis~v rabotah [13, 1, 18] . Otmetim tak e, qto mnogie metody horoxo razrabotanno kvantovo konformno teorii pol neposredstvenno ili posle nekotoro modifikacii okazyva ts primenimymi i k pereqislennym konkretnym proektivnym G{gipermul~tipletam [13, 18] (v qastnosti, k nim otnos ts konstrukci Sugavary, pol Fubini-Veneciano i verteksnye konstrukcii, Virasoro master equations, modulrny funktor i t.d.).
x3. Organizaci integrirovannyh interaktivnyh videokognitivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni
Danny paragraf posv wen obwim principam organizacii integrirovannyh interaktivnyh videokognitivnyh sistem real~nogo vremeni. Inte-grirovannost~ponimaets kak sovmestnoe funkcionirovanie dvuh podsistem, odna iz kotoryh { iskusstvenna ( to, kak pravilo, intraktivna dinamiqeska videosistema), a druga { estestvenna (sensorna , v t.q. vizual~na , respiratorna , kognitivna ili smexanna ). Neobhodimo otmetit~, qto bol~xa qast~real~nyh videosistem, tak ili inaqe nosit vny ili skryty videokognitivny integrirovanny harakter, po tomu predstavl et interes izuqenie imenno integrirovannyh interaktivnyh sistem.
Odnako, pre de qem pere ti k izuqeni integrirovannyh interaktivnyh sistem, neobhodimo dat~analiz estestvennyh interaktivnyh sistem, dl togo qtoby ponimat~zakonomernosti ih funkcionirovani v sostave integrirovannyh sistem. Pri tom, razumno rassmatrivat~proste xie sistemy sensornogo tipa, zatem pere ti k sootvectvu wim integrirovannym sistemam (videosensornym i videorespiratornym), i lix~posle togo skoncentrirovat~vnimanie na sobstvenno videokognitivnyh sistemah.
3.1. Virtualizaci kak metod opisani klassa fiziqeskih interaktivnyh informacionnyh sistem [18, 20] . Izlo im sledu [18, 20] osnovnye principy virtualizacii estestvennyh fiziqeskih interaktivnyh sistem kak metoda ih kinematiqeskogo opisani .
Opredelenie 5 [20] . Izobra eniem estestvenno interaktivno sistemy s pomow~ iskusstvenno interaktivno videosistemy budem nazyvat3 zadanie algoritma postroeni dinamiqeskogo izobra eni proizvol~nogo proteka wego v estestvenno sisteme interaktivnogo processa posredstvom intencional~no anomal~no virtual~no real~nosti, realizuemo komp~ terografiqeskim interfe som iskusstvenno interaktivno videosistemy. Virtualizacie estestvenno interaktivno sistemy budem nazyvat~sopostavlenie e ee izobra eni s pomow~ iskusstvenno interaktivno videosistemy po opredelenno sovokupnosti ksperimental~nyh dannyh o sisteme v ustanovivxems avtokolebatel~nom re ime. V svo oqered~ishodnu interaktivnu sistemu budem nazyvat~realizacie iskusstvenno interaktivno sistemy.
Inymi slovami, virtualizaci estestvenno interaktivno sistemy pozvol et po harakteristikam nekotorogo ograniqennogo mno estva avto-kolebatel~nyh interaktivnyh processov formirovat~dinamiqeskoe izobra enie proizvol~nogo (ne ob zatel~no avtokolebatel~nogo) interaktivnogo processa posredstvom nekotoro iskusstvenno interaktivno sistemy. Vybor termina \virtualizaci " cv zan s tem, qto dinamiqeskoe izobra enie interaktivnogo processa predstavl et sobo anomal~nu virtual~nu real~nost~v xirokom smysle togo pon ti .
Vvidu deleni interesu wih nas estestvennyh interktivnyh sistem na aktivnu i passivnu sostavl wie (aktivnogo i passivnogo agenta) harakteristiki ustanovivxegos avtokolebatel~nogo processa podrazdel ts na grafiqeskie dannye o dinamiqeskom sosto nii passivnogo agenta i amplitudno-qastotnye harakteristiki aktivnogo agenta. Virtualizatsi estestvenno interaktivno sistemy zakl qaets v zadanii algoritma vtoriqnogo sinteza [20] grafiqeskih dannyh o dinamiqeskom sosto nii passivnogo agenta pri l bom interaktivnom processe po zadanno sovokupnosti ukazannyh dannyh pri ustanovivxihs avtokolebatel~nyh processah iz nekotorogo mno estva, a tak e sootvetstvu wih amplitudnoqastotnyh harakteristik aktivnogo agenta v tih processah; princip-ial~na strukturno-algoritmiqeska shema virtualizacii estestvennyh interaktivnyh sistem, osnovanno na ispol~zovanii vtoriqnogo sinteza izobra eni privedena v rabote [20] .
Kriteri adekvatnosti izobra eni i korrektnosti virtualizacii [20] . Virtualizaci estestvenno interaktivno sistemy vl ets korrektno , esli poluqa wees v rezul~tate nee izobra enie to sistemy posredstvom nekotoro iskusstvenno interaktivno videosistemy adekvatno ishodno sisteme, t.e. pri odnovremennom funkcionirovanii kak iskusstvenno , tak i estestvenno interaktivnyh sistem s odnim i tem e aktivnym agentom vosproizvedenie izobra eni zadannogo interaktivnogo protsessa pozvol et (pri opredelennom sosto nii i rexenii aktivnogo agenta) vyzvat~ego upavl emo protekanie v estestvenno inetarktivno sisteme.
Razumeets , izobra enie mo et byt~odnokratno postroeno na osnovanii ksperimental~nyh dannyh o funkcionirovanii estestvenno interaktivno sistemy s drugim aktivnym agentom ne eli tot, kotory uqastvuet v vosproizvedenii izobra eni . Otmetim tak e, qto pri vosproizvedenii izobra eni predusmatrivaets sovmestnoe odnovremennoe funktsionirovanie dvuh razliqnyh interaktivnyh sistem (iskusstvenno i estestvenno ) s odnim sub ektom. Takim obrazom, osnovnoe otliqie vir-tualizacii ot matematiqesko modeli zakl qaets v tom, qto posledn vl ets qistym deskriptorom fiziqeskogo processa, v to vrem kak perva { deskriptorom{konstruktorom.
Sformuliruem r d feonomenologiqeskih principov, vypolnenie kotoryh, po-vidimomu, neobhodimo dl korrektnosti virtualizacii: { Princip izostrukturno ideografiqnosti virtualizacii [20] : Virtualizaci estestvenno interaktivno sistemy dol na byt~postrena tak, qto poluqa wees posredstvom nee izobra enie imelo tu e vnutrenn algebraiqesku strukturu, qto i ishodna sistema; { Princip dinamiqesko kvivalentnosti intenci [20] : Virtualizaci estestvenno interaktivno sistemy dol na byt~postroena tak, qtoby parametry, harakterizu wie intensivnost~intencii sub ekta na ob ekt, dl nee i ee izobra eni sovpadali v processe dinamiqeskogo sub ektob ektnogo vzaimode stvi . V kaqestve podobnogo parametra mo no rass-matrivat~korrel ci povedenqeskih reakci sub ekta i dinamiqeskih harakteristik ob ekta. [20] . Interaktivnye sistemy podrazdel ts na sledu wie klassy: K naibolee interesnym otnos ts sredi mnogih drugih sledu wie vidy interaktivnyh sistem: (1) iskusstvennye videosistemy \avtomatiqesko aran irovki vospri ti ", v tom qisle mnogopol~zovatel~skie, is-pol~zu wie vtoriqny sintez izobra eni (VSI) [20] , (2) vkl qa wie predyduwi vid v kaqestve podsistemy integrirovannye videosensornye sistemy interaktivnogo zreni , (3) integrirovannye videorespiratornye sistemy samoregul cii, autotreninga i kognitivno stimul cii, (4) integrirovannye mnogopol~zovatel~skie videokognitivnye sistemy uskorenno neverbal~no kommunikacii.
Primery organizacii integrirovannyh interaktivnyh sistem i perspektivy razviti
Perspektivnym v oblasti sistem VSI [20] , igra wih kl qevu rolp ri proektirovanii mnogih integrirovannyh sistem, vl ets , po-vidimomu, izuqenie intellektual~nyh sistem VSI s dinamiqesko interaktivno nastro ko (a tak e razrabotka portativnyh videosistem sinhronnogo VSI i kompleksnyh mnogopol~zovatel~skih sistem). Sistemy VSI s dinamiqesko interaktivno nastro ko mogut rassmatrivat~s kak sistemy \avtomatiqesko aran irovki vospri ti " v rakurse de tel~nosti, sv zanno s komp~ ternymi sistemami interaktivnogo \avtomatiqeskogo pis~ma", a tak e issledovani sintetiqesko percepcii. Imeet smysl i izuqenie oktonionnogo anomal~nogo 3D stereosinteza [1] , kiral~no dissimmetrii zritel~nogo analizatora v interaktivnyh processah i ee vli ni na stereosintez. Predstavl ets va nym izuqenie sovmestnogo funkcionirovani escevennyh interaktivnyh sistem i ih virtualizaci pri razrabotke integrirovannyh interaktivnyh sistem ( realizu wih \integrirovannu real~nost~" kak al~ternativu sistemam \virtual~no real~nosti"). K integrirovannym sistemam, vkl qa wim v seb iskusstvennye interaktivnye videopodsistemy avtomatiqesko aran irovki vospriyati , otnos ts integrirovannye videosensornye sistemy interaktivnogo zreni s estestvenno sensorno podsistemo i integrirovannye videorespiratornye interaktivnye sistemy (t.e. interaktivnye videosistemy s respiratorno modul cie ili, v bolee obwem sluqae, transformacie vizual~nyh interaktivnyh processov) psihofiziologiqeskogo autotreninga (kak passivno-relaksacionnogo, tak i aktivno dinamiqeskogo).
Organizaci integrirovannyh videokognitivnyh sistem real~nogo
vremeni dl uskorenno neverbal~no kognitivno kommunikacii. Nekotorye kognitivnye aspekty interaktivno komp~ terno grafiki v celom rassmatrivalis~v monografii [21] . V danno rabote my interesuems kognitivnymi aspektami kommunikacionnyh interaktivnyh videosistem real~nogo vremeni (a tak e i ih integrirovannyh videosensornyh analogov).
Kak otmeqalos~ranee, neposredstvennoe ispol~zovanie IAVR-telestezii, po-vidimomu, ne pozvol et osuwestvl t~peredaqu kognitivno informacii. S drugo storony, integrirorvannye videokognitivnye kommunikacionnye interaktivnye sistemy mogut \nasledovat~" poleznye svo stva svoih videopodsistem, realizu wih IAVR-telestezi , no pri tom pere-davat~i slo nu kognitivnu informaci . Tak, podhod k razrabotke podobnyh \proizvodnyh" integrirovannyh sistem uskorenno neverbal~no kognitivno kommunikacii, baziru wihs na primenenii IAVR-telestezii (sm.vyxe) v kaqestve apparata predvaritel~nogo raspoznavani i interaktivno samonastro ki kommunikacionnyh \kl qe " sub ektov, a tak e ih dinamiqesko sinhronizacii, prizvan obespeqit~pokanal~nu interaktivnu opredel emost~\kl qe " sv zi i, takim obrazom, princip-ial~nu neinterpretiruemost~(nedexifruemost~) soobweni izvne. Re-alizuemost~podobno shemy opiraets na r d obsto tel~stv: (1) naliqie interpretacionnyh figur, nabl daemyh tol~ko v mnogopol~zovatel~skom re ime, nar du s drugimi osobennost mi mnogopol~zovatel~skogo re ima v interpretacionno geometrii, obsu davximis vyxe (naprimer, polise-mantiqnost~ i kvantovologiqeskim harakterom kommunikacii, pozvol wim primen t~nekotorye idei i metody kvantovo kriptografii [22] [23] [24] [25] Formuly lera zapisyva ts v vide _ t = A t; (u; _ u) t , budem sqitat~, qto komponenty razlo eni uglovogo pol A t; (u; _ u) po _ u poro da t KPTP-operatornu algebru q R {konformno teorii pol [18] , t.e. vl ts sl(2; C){perviqnymi pol mi v module Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2; C). Uglovoe pole A t; (u; _ u) mo et byt~pribli enno predstavleno v vide M 1 (t; ) _ uV 1 (u) + M 2 (t; ) _ u 2 V 2 (u) + + M n (t; ) _ u n V n (u), gde veliqiny M i (t; ) realizu t vnu zavisimost~uglovogo pol ot vremeni i neogeometriqeskih dinamiqeskih parametrov tipa biopotencialov G ili dannyh respiratornogo ritma, a V i (u) vl ts sl(2; C){perviqnymi pol mi spina i v module Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2; C). vnye formuly dl tih pole privedeny, naprimer, v [16] , tak e kak ih diskretnye (rexetoqnye) analogi, kotorye i ispol~zu ts na praktike (pri tom n ravno 2 ili 3). [1] . Iz praktiqeskih soobra eni imeet smysl rassmatrivat~obrezanie A cut (u; _ u) uglovogo pol A(u; _ u) v regulrno qasti, ne soder awee stepene u s pokazatelem bol~xim zadannogo N . Predpolagaets , qto A cut (u; _ u) ostaets transl cionno i masxtabno invariantnym, a dilatacionna invariantnost~naruxaets . Naprimer, komponenty obrezannogo q R {affinnogo toka J cut (u) (sl ( Sposob 1 [18] . Generatory beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri sut~sl(2; C){tenzornye operatory v modul h Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2; C), preobrazu wies pod de stviem sl(2; C) kak golomorfnye n{differencialy v ediniqnom kompleksnom diske D + (n 2 Z ), t.e. m{polivektornye pol (m 2 Z + ). Takim obrazom, proizvod wie funkcii dl generatorov beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri sut~sl(2; C){perviqnye operatornye pol v V h spina m. Sposob 2. De stvie algebry Li sl(2; C) v module Verma V h prodol aets do predstavleni T algebry Li W 1 formal~nyh vektornyh pole na pr mo [28] . A imenno, esli modul~Verma V h realizovan v prostranstve mnogoqlenov odno kompleksno peremenno z, a generatory sl(2; C) ime t vid L 1 = z, L 0 = z@ z + h, L 1 = z@ 2 z + 2h@ z , to ostal~nye generatory algebry Li W 1 zada ts operatorami L k = z@ k+1 z + (k + 1)h@ k z (k 2). Esli modul~Verma V h unitarizuem, to generatory beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri , otveqa wih sl(2; C){perviqnomu pol spina 2, predstavl ts v vide T (X) ili T (X), gde X 2 W 1 . V neunitarizuemom sluqae sleduet vospol~zovat~s analitiqeskim prodol eniem po parametru h. Qtoby poluqit~generatory beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri , otveqa wih sl(2; C){perviqnomu pol spina 1, neobhodimo prodol it~de stvie algebry Li W 1 v module Verma V h do predstavleni T polupr mo summy to algebry i abelevo algebry Li C[z] v V h . to predstavlenie pri ograniqenii na C[z] vl ets predstavleniem ukazanno algebry ne tol~ko kak abelevo algebry Li, no i kak kommutativno associativno algebry, obrazu we z otveqaet operator @ z . Generatory beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri , otveqa wih sl(2; C){perviqnomu pol spina 1, ime t vidT (X) iliT (X), gde X 2 C[z]. Pri pomowi analogiqno , no neskol~ko bolee slo no konstrukcii mo no poluqit~i ostal~nye beskoneqnomernye dinamiqeskie simmetrii. Sposob 3. Prodol im predstavlenie algebry Li sl(2; C) v module Verma V h do predstavleni T algebry Li Vect C (S 1 ) gladkih C{znaqnyh vektornyh pole na okru nosti S 1 (bolee toqno, Z{graduirovanno algebry Vitta polinomial~nyh vektornyh pole ) v module V (h) funkcional~no razmernosti 1. Oboznaqim P estestvenny sl(2; C){invariantny proektor prostranstva End(V (h)) na prostranstvo End(V h ). Beskoneqnomernye dinamiqeskie simmetrii, otveqa wie sl(2; C){perviqnomu pol spina 2, ime t vid P (T (X)) (X 2 Vect C (S 1 )). Qtoby poluqit~vse ostal~nye beskoneqnomernye dinamiqeskie simmetrii neobhodimo rassmotret~algebru Li DOP C
Obrezanie uglovogo pol
[ ; ] (S 1 ) differencial~nyh operatorov vmesto algebry Li Vect C (S 1 ) vektornyh pole .
Algebraiqeska struktura opisannyh beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri byla raskryta v rabotah [29, 30] . Dadim okonqatel~nu formulirovku rezul~tata.
Teorema 2A. Beskoneqnomernye dinamiqeskie simmetrii, otveqa wie sl(2; C)perviqnomu pol spina 2, obrazu t HS-proektivnoe predstavlenie algebry Li Vect C (S 1 ) v unitarizuemom module Verma V h (t.e. predstavlenie po modul operatorov Gil~berta-Xmidta), a tak e asimptotiqeskoe predstavlenie ukazanno algebry \mod O(~)" (v smysle [31] ;~= h 1 2 ). Vs so-vokupnost~beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri obrazuet HS-proektivnoe i asimptotiqeskoe \mod O(~)" predstavleni algebry DOP C
[ ; ] (S 1 ).
Utver denie teoremy legko vyvodits iz tret~ego sposoba opredeleni beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri .
Qast~iz beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri mo et byt~\globalizovana" [30] . Sformuliruem okonqatel~ny rezul~tat.
Teorema 2B. Beskoneqnomernye dinamiqeskie simmetrii, otveqa wie sl(2; C){ perviqnym pol m spinov 1 i 2, ksponenciru ts do proektivnogo HS{ psevdopredstavleni [30] polupr mogo proizvedeni gruppy Di + (S 1 ) diffeomorfizmov okru nosti i gruppy petel~Map(S 1 ; U (1)), vl wegos asimptotiqeskim predstavleniem \mod O(~)". Teorema 2 dopuskaet analog dl beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri dl dinamik v proizvol~nyh kanoniqeskih G{gipermul~tipletah [13, 1] . Dl togo nado zamenit~abelevu gruppu U (1) na gruppu G. Rassmotrim pribli enie uglovogo pol s n = 2 (sm.4.1.). V tom sluqae uglovoe pole predstavl ets v vide generatorov beskoneqnomernyh dinamiqeskih simmetri s ko fficientami, zavis wimi ot parametrov upravleni . Kak sledstvie, dinamika integriruets po modul operatorov Gil~berta-Xmidta ili asimptotiqeski \mod O(~)" i zadaets interaktivno upravl emym gruppovym lementom polupr mogo proizvedeni gruppy diffeomorfizmov okru nosti i gruppy petel~.
4.4.
Beskoneqnomernye dro my i ih dinamiqeska rekonstrukci . Iz rezul~tatov predyduwego punkta sleduet, qto interpretacionnye figury v model h, zadavaemyh kanoniqeskimi proektivnymi G{gipermul~tipletami, mogut slu it~ukazatel mi na beskoneqnomernye dro my, realizuemye pri pomowi geometriqeskih ob ektov, sv zannyh s gruppami diffeomorfizmov okru nosti i grupp petel~(sm. [26, [32] [33] [34] [35] 17] i ssylki v nih). Process dinamiqesko rekonstrukcii zakl qaets v vosstanovlenii beskoneqnomernogo ob ekta po interaktivnomu processu v dinamiqesko videosisteme. Sam beskoneqnomerny ob ekt mo et byt~kak interpretacionnym, tak i statiqeskim (kompil cionnym). Naprimer, interpretacionnye figury mogut slu it~ukazatel mi na statiqeskoe \izobra enie" na \beskoneqnomernom krane" { prostranstve universal~no deformatsii kompleksnogo diska [33, 34] . V kaqestve dro mov mogut vystupatĩ mnogoqislennye (podqerknem, podqas ves~ma kzotiqeskie) beskoneqnomernye ob ekty geometriqesko teorii vtoriqnokvantovannyh strun [35] , qto otmeqalos~v tret~e qasti raboty [35] ; takim obrazom, imeet smysl govorit~i o naqertatel~no strunno geometrii v kontekste obwego matematiqeskogo formalizma teorii strun (sm.napr. [36] ).
Otmetim, qto perehod k rexetoqno versii, po-vidimomu, dol en privoditk kvantovym analogam beskoneqnomernyh grupp i algebr Li (sr. [37] ), odnako, geometriqeskie posledstvi procedury obrezani (sm.vyxe p.4.2.) neizvestny.
Va nost~ zyka beskoneqnomerno geometrii otmeqalas~v [26] ; danna rabota mo et rassmatrivat~s kak razvitie sformulirovannogo v [26] tezisa o estestvennosti zyka beskoneqnomerno geometrii. Otmetim, qto dro my (v qastnosti, beskoneqnomernye) i ih dinamiqeska rekonstrukci pomimo opisanno prikladno problemy organizacii uskorennyh neverbal~nyh kognitivnyh komp~ ternyh i telekommunikaci buduqi ves~ma va nymi dl ksperimental~no matematiki i, kak sledstvie, dl vsego kompleksa matematiqeskih (v tom qisle teoretiqeskih) nauk, predstavl t interes i dl teoretiqesko matematiqesko psihologii, strukturno lingvistiki i lingvistiqesko psihologii v kontekste kak stavxih aktual~nymi sravnitel~no nedavno issledovani neverbal~nyh kognitivnyh kommunikaci v razliqnyh vnexnih uslovi h (v tom qisle pri naliqii stimul ci ), tak i v kontekste takih bolee tradicionnyh tem, kak izuqenie vozniknoveni i razviti verbal~nyh kommunikaci , rannih tapov formirovani reqi i processov obuqeni . V to sv zi predstavl et osoby interes dinamiqeska rekonstrukci dro mov v mno-
